The S even Sins of
Crisis Communications
A Survival Guide

Introduction
Witnessing a crisis unfold can be like watching
a train crash. It is horrible to watch but hard to
look away, as customers, commentators and
stakeholders take to traditional and social media
to vent their frustration.
Research undertaken by Pentland Analytics
identified that companies that responded
effectively to a reputational crisis gained nearly
20% in shareholder value. Those that didn’t
respond effectively lost 30% in value.
The Crisis Insights Survey by Catalyst
Technologies - an Australian software company,
also identified that communications is the
greatest challenge for organisations effectively
managing a crisis.

Your reputation, valuation and market share
relies heavily on your ability to communicate
effectively under extreme pressure and with
incomplete information.

“There is a significant gap between

This paper shows the critical gap between
business as usual (BAU) communications and
effective crisis communications.

hasn’t done the necessary pre-crisis

We outline how this gap can be identified and
filled, so you have full confidence in your ability
to respond effectively to every potential issue on
your risk register.

BAU corporate communications
versus high pressure crisis
communications. A business that
planning, training and exercising
runs the risk of falling into this gap
in a very public way.”
Tim Archer,
Head of Communications, RiskLogic

Source: Dr Deborah Pretty, Pentland Analytics (2019)

1. Lack of crisis experience
The Problem
Most
companies
employ
high
quality
communication teams who are good at
proactive public relations and day to day issues
management.
But full blown crisis management is a skill that
needs to be forged through experience. Many
teams lack the ‘lived experience’ of being the
lead story of every news bulletin for 48 hours, or
being at the centre of a social media story that
truly goes viral.
In this environment, everything changes.
You may have a former journalist on staff, but
the sheer volume and workload that comes with
a crisis often overruns their physical capacity to
respond.
You need extremely experienced hands on
deck who can both “bail and sail” in the worst of
storms, while also keeping their composure to
make sound decisions.
Bench strength also becomes a critical factor in
successful crisis management.

Solution: Formalise a Crisis Communications Team
Most businesses have a formally
established Crisis Management Team.
The CMT is the nerve centre. They are
the brains of an organisation’s crisis
response.
And every brain needs a mouth, which
is where the communications team
comes in.
Creating a formal crisis communications
Team (CCT) as a subcommittee to the
Crisis Management Team (CMT) is a
critical step. This team should also have
a Crisis Communications Plan, which
works as an appendix to the Crisis
Management Plan.

Formalising the Crisis Communications
Team and enshrining their roles
and responsibilities in the Crisis
Communications Plan ensures the
enormous increase in workload and
pressure can be managed effectively.
It also means no stone is left unturned
in rolling out the communication
strategy, ensuring the response is as
robust and comprehensive as possible.
It reduces the chance of amplifying
the reputational damage with a poor
response and being branded with the
dreaded #PRfail.

2. Failing to plan
The Problem
Having a well-rehearsed Crisis Communications
Plan is essential, because it does the majority of
the heavy lifting in advance.

Solution: Build a robust Crisis Communications Plan

However if this plan is locked inside the head of
one person, there is good chance it will fail.

A good Crisis Communications Plan
includes assessment tools, stakeholder
and channel lists, team structures,
holding
statement
templates,
pre-approved key messages and a
thorough stakeholder map.

It needs to be a thorough plan committed to paper
and understood by the entire communications
team, so everyone knows exactly what they need
to do, particularly when key personnel are away
(which is inevitably when a crisis breaks).

The objective of the plan is to preempt every possible high risk scenario
in your risk register, and ensure as
much of the work is done in advance to
address each of them.

Plans also fail if they are too wordy, general or
vague. Your Crisis Communications Plan needs to
be clear, concise, and practical, where every word
on the page earns its right.

It takes time and effort to pull this
information together and ensure it is
thorough, practical and user friendly.

To ensure you have a gold standard
plan that will help you navigate the
worst of storms, consider outsourcing
this project. RiskLogic has worked with
many businesses, large and small, to
develop a best-practice plan that fits
their needs.

Where and how your Crisis Communications Plan fits in
Crisis Management Plan
Used to assess impact, determine
strategy and execute tactics

Crisis Management Team
Chair
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Operations /
Site Recovery

Communications
(& CCT Chair)

Crisis Communications Team
. Media
. Internal Communications
. Digital
.
. social media
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Crisis Communications Plan
Used to assess impact, determine
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This chart demonstrates how the Crisis Communications Team and Crisis Communications Plan are sub-sets of the Crisis Management Team and Crisis
Management Plan.

3. Lack of fitness | Communications Team
The Problem

Solution: Train and exercise your communications team

In a crisis, the spike in workload on
a communications team can be 3-10
times their normal business as usual
(BAU) workload.

The safest and cheapest way to avoid this is to train and exercise your staff regularly to give them
the best possible chance of success. When your Crisis Management Team conducts an exercise
(annually at a minimum), make sure the entire Crisis Communications Team is stood up and rolls out
their communications plan. It is a great way to build confidence and identify any gaps.

The volume and expectation on the
communications team creates instant
pressure and stress, which can lead to
clouded vision, poor decision making
or complete paralysis.

Over and above this, run a second exercise just for the Crisis Communications Team. Not having the
CMT involved is a great time to test scenarios that the Executive may be less inclined to approve,
such as corporate failure, fraud or malfeasance.

Without crisis or resilience training,
people exposed to sustained periods
of stress, can either freeze, meltdown
or completely evaporate.

If your team is well-drilled and resilient, they will not only respond effectively but they will also forge
stronger relationships and trust in the organisation. On the other hand, if your communications team
is untrained, untested and underprepared, a crisis will severely dent their confidence and morale.

This can leave the rest of the team
understaffed,
compounding
the
pressure and potentially causing
longer term staff welfare issues.
A Crisis Communications Plan that
isn’t included in the mandatory
induction for new communications
staff, or doesn’t get validated twice a
year thorough training and exercising,
is as useful as a fax machine.

RiskLogic uses a unique Social
Media Simulator which makes
our exercises highly realistic and
hands on.

Lack of fitness | Media Training
The Problem
The cruel reality of crisis communication
is that no matter how well you look after
your stakeholders in response to a crisis,
it will be completely overshadowed if your
spokesperson misfires or melts down in
front of the cameras.
The most infamous example was BP’s CEO
Tony Hayward quote during the 2010 Gulf of
Mexico oil spill, caused by an rig explosion
that killed 11 people.
“There’s no one who wants this over more
than I do. I’d like my life back’.
It completely derailed BP’s public apology
and has gone down in crisis folklore for all
the wrong reasons.
The biggest mistake here is to either knock
back the opportunity to do media training,
or not conduct a regular refresher.

Solution: Train your spokespeople
Conducting
high
pressure
media
interviews is a performance art that
requires regular practice and continual
improvement.
If you are a CEO, Chairperson or
secondary spokespeople, insist on
annual media training.
Ensure it is tailored to stretch you beyond
your existing experience, and use realistic
crisis scenarios that you could potentially
face in the future.
These should be hands-on sessions in
a lifelike environment. Once you have
mastered a TV interview, try a combative
talkback radio interview or train in a live
TV studio environment.
Treat it as a personal development
opportunity that can save and enhance
your reputation and that of your business.

The only time you truly “don’t
have time” for media training is
when the crisis has just broken.

4. IT systems go down
The Problem
Losing access to your BAU technology
(or having it locked up by ransomware)
can completely undermine your ability to
communicate.
Simple tasks, like being able to access
customer, supplier or staff contact details,
become cumbersome or impossible.
Reverting to manual processes or digging
up old backups can cost precious minutes
or hours, at a time when speed is critical.
Regular ransomware attacks in Australia,
New Zealand and across the world are a
stark reminder that an “all systems down”
situation is a very real threat in today’s
environment.

Solution: Establish alternative communication systems
Databases

Email alternatives

Software solutions

Ensure all stakeholder databases,
including email and mobile phone
numbers, are backed up daily onto
a separate server. Make sure these
backups can be retrieved and used
within minutes, without reinfecting
your system. Alternatively, use a
cloud based system that can still be
accessed if your own systems crash.

Ensure you can send bulk text
messages to all your stakeholders,
including segmenting them by
certain groups (e.g. by geography,
position, or other category). Make
sure your staff database includes
private email addresses as well as
contact details for next of kin.

Crisis technology platforms such as
Catalyst Technologies’ CQCommand
tool can be a life saver in this
situation. CQCommand is cloud
based and allows you to text or
email your critical databases, even if
your BAU IT systems are down.

5. Forgetting important stakeholders
The Problem
Businesses often fall into the trap of only addressing
the loudest voices in a crisis, which is usually the
media and social media because they have the
largest and most public platforms.
Not communicating with staff is the greatest sin. They
are your greatest ambassadors and most influential
spokespeople. If they haven’t been briefed with your
key messages and FAQs, they can’t answer the
tough questions at the weekend barbeque or on
talkback radio.
Other key stakeholders at the top of the list include
regulators, sponsors, suppliers, business partners,
unions, politicians (Ministers and/or local members)
and other major influencers. Even detractors need to
be communicated with.
On this point, reaching out to stakeholders for the
first time in a crisis does not stand you in good stead.

Solution: Stakeholder Mapping
Stakeholder mapping is a critical
ingredient to ensuring no stone is left
unturned. Take the time to consider every
possible stakeholder you need to reach in
every possible scenario.

Make sure your stakeholder map and
Crisis Communications Plan are saved
offline or in the cloud, so they can be
accessed from home or when all your IT
is locked up by a ransomware attack.

It is not good enough to simply have a list
of your stakeholder “categories”.

Make sure you have a proactive
stakeholder engagement strategy prior
to a crisis, to ensure your network and
relationships are already strong and can
be relied upon in your hour of need.

You need a list of actual names, along
with their mobile numbers and email
addresses. You should also list the
person in your organisation who “owns”
the relationship with each stakeholder they will be your key conduit to reaching
your stakeholders quickly.

“In the absence of information,
people automatically assume the
worst, which means stakeholders
who are ignored or forgotten
can quickly turn from allies into
detractors.”

Tim Archer,
Head of Communications, RiskLogic

6. Tactics without strategy
The Problem

Solution: Develop a crisis communications strategy

Failing to take the time to formulate a sound
communication strategy is one of the most
common failures in crisis communications.

The solution is to take the time to step back from the trenches and give yourself the
headspace to frame the issue, assess the stakeholder impact and determine the
most appropriate communications strategy.

When a reputational bomb goes off it can
create mayhem, confusion and panic,
and there is a temptation to rush into an
immediate tactical response.

This does not have to be a lengthy exercise. It can generally be done in 10-15
minutes by asking yourself a series of questions.

While speed is of the essence in today’s 24
second news cycle, it is a mistake to make
kneejerk decisions without firstly doing the
strategic analysis.
Some organisations feel compelled to
respond immediately. They start battling
the issue in the trenches without taking
a helicopter view of the landscape. This
can result in you “owning” someone else’s
issue, or feeding a story that may have died
without your input.
On the flipside, responses can get bogged
down and miss the boat, either because
of a lack of crisis management processes
or because decision makers wait to get a
100% complete picture before acting.

•
•
•
•
•
		
•

Do we own the issue?
Who are the most impacted stakeholders?
What are the reputational impacts?
What are the story ingredients?
Do we have a suitable spokesperson and have they 			
been media trained?
What is the objective of our communication strategy?

In scenarios where information is unconfirmed or changing rapidly,
this process may have to be done twice.
It allows you to make a well informed recommendation to the Crisis Management
Team with the most appropriate communication strategy.

7. Relying too heavily on PR agencies
Solution: Assess, Stabilise, Remedy

The Problem
PR agencies definitely have their time and
place for proactive campaigns and day to
day issues management.

Use your in-house team (which has been trained and exercised) to
roll out your plan.
Use this three step process as a guide:

However there are several risks in relying
on them for crisis communications.

Step 1 – Assess

1.

Take the time to assess the issue and determine the
most appropriate communications strategy.

They

may

specialise

in

proactive

PR but could lack the depth of lived
experience in crisis communications.
2. Media tend to have a cynical view of
PR companies in a crisis. They are
seen as spin doctors or gatekeepers,

Step 2 – Stabilise
•
•
•
•

Holding statement
Key messages
Frequently Asked Questions
Media release

and their mere presence suggests
a lack of transparency. In a crisis an
established

personal

relationship

directly with the media is invaluable.
3. If your PR company has not collaborated
with you to develop a comprehensive
Crisis Communications Plan, you are
living with a false sense of security.
Without a strategy or plan, you are
immediately on the back foot. When a
crisis hits, they simply become an extra
set of hands.

In a “Hub & Spoke” model of communication, these
become your source of truth. Steps 1 and 2 can generally
be done in parallel in the first 15-60 minutes of a crisis.
Step 3 – Remedy
This relates to all the communication tactics at your
disposal that can be rolled out. Use all your available
communication channels to deliver your message to
your stakeholders. Closely monitor your feedback loops
to ensure you are listening as effectively as you are
talking, and tweak your messaging to ensure you are
answering their questions and concerns.

Let’s talk.

For more information
Use this playbook as your blueprint to measure your crisis
communications preparedness, test your systems and identify
gaps. If you feel exposed or unsure in this area, RiskLogic can
help.
Our Head of Communications, Tim Archer has decades of
experience handling some of the most demanding roles in the
industry.
A basic review of your current preparedness may be all you need
to ensure you are prepared for the worst.
Alternatively, we can help with your planning, training and
exercising to transform your current communications team into
crisis specialists.
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